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Universe 
Casino

The world's first virtual reality casino, in which 

each planet is a separate financial game built on 

unique mathematical algorithms.



The start begins in the solar system where we 

will discover the first 8 planets of the 

game, after their launch will continue the 

colonization of other galaxies 



Develop a network 

of partners and 

earn from their 

activity

Invest in the 

development of new 

games and steadily 

receive income from 

players

Play different 

financial games and 

earn hundreds of % 

profit
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On the platform 
you can:



Investing in Universe Casino 

In each of the games laid out a commission of 10%, which will 

receive our investors and +20% of all sold licenses on the 

platform!



In total, allocated 30%, which will give a stable and 

uninterrupted income to investors.

Your investment will allow you to scale the platform and develop 

quality games that will give even more profit for all participants!

For members of the platform is open to the possibility of investing:



Universe platform excludes risks and take care of its 

customers for this reason we chose USDT as the main 

currency



To activate the affiliate program, you need to buy a minimum 

license, the price of which is from $25.
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Purchased license allows you to withdraw 300% 

on the amount of purchase.


25$=75$ for withdrawal
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Gone to the 

affiliate program-40%
For the development of 

new games and promotion 

of the platform.
-20%

Goes to platform 

developers
-20%Will be distributed to 

all platform investors-20%

The licenses sold will be

distributed as follows



Also provides affiliate programs in financial 

games and a welcome bonus for those who attract 

investments in our platform 10% of personally 

attracted partners



For active participants, provides an affiliate program that allows you to earn 

from each player or investor involved up to 15 levels deep.

From Level 1, you will receive 8% of all 

licenses purchased in the network 

12. Level 1.2%

13. Level 1%

14. Level 0.8%

15. Level 0.5%

2. Level 5.5%

3. Level 4%

4. Level 3.2%

5. Level 3.0%

6. Level 2.8%

7. Level 2.5%

8. Level 2.2%

9. Level 2.0%

10. Level 1.8%

11. Level 1.5%



Provide a reliable system in 

which everyone can try their 

luck and where their risk will 

be justified as much as 

possible!

Give you the opportunity to 

develop and earn huge 

profits.

Introduce new technologies 

and create a virtual 

universe for our players

OUR OBJECTIVE



the way to the

stars with


Universe Casino 
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